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THE BRID G E W()RT I) 

strength awkwardly placed after opcn
er rebids two hcarts (or two diamonds 
when rcsponder's minor is clubs). Hcrc, 
Janus Jumps of three of a minor show 
invitational strcngth with five spades 
and live or six of thc minor. It is more 
tcmpting than in the casc ofa one-heart 
opcning to assign thcse jumps to show 
j(mr of the unbid major and a six-card 
minor, as a four-four spade fit may be 
missed. But that will happen only rare
ly, when opener is not strong enough to 
reversc; if (as in BWS) responder can 
bid two of his minor without forcing 

to game, opener may reverse without 
enormous extras. 

When the major is weak enough, a 
Janus Jump can be used on a hand with 
six cards in the unbid major and fivc 
(or six) cards in the bid minor. There is 
no way to avoid taking some risk with 
that sort of holding: failing to invite 
gam e might miss one; inviting in the 
unbid major may lead to three (or four) 
of that suit with inadequate trumps. A 
Janus Jump reduces the chance of di
saster by giving a good overall picture 
of responder's hand . 

EIGHT EVER, NINE OFTEN 
BY PAUL HARRINGTON, FORT MYERS, FL 

For hundreds of years, players of 
whist-like games have searched 
for compact guidelines. Even 

those that are generally reliable have 
exceptions, and some may have more 
exceptions than not. For example: 
IMPs; South dealer; both sides vulnerable 

NORTH 
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\;? () 4 
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eT-964J2 
So TH 
.AK 
\;? AK5 
O K8765 
eT-QJ8 

After two notrump -three notrump,. 
West leads a presumably fourth-high
est spade, and you capture East's jack. 
Plan the play. 

Ducking a heart in the hope of get
ting a better count could cost extra 
undertricks, so you need to guess dia
monds. [n the absence of other clues, 
the literature advises that you are sup
posed to play for the drop of the di

amond queen. However, the size' of 
the spade spot led can be significant. 
West's expected spade length and thus 
expected diamond length vary signifi
cantly depending on the specific lead. 

I asked my computer to generate the 
lO,400,600 possible Fast-Wcst layouts, 
then to discard (a) any whcre spades 
was not West's longcst suit and (b) any 
wherc West held equal lengths in the 
majors with stronger hearts. From what 
remained, Whe'11 West led the deuce, 
his averagc diamond length was 2.78 , 
and the chance of five diamond tricks 
by playing the king and finessing was 
about 82 percellt (versus some 61 per
cent for the drop). When West led the 
spade six , he held on average 5.86 
spades and only 1.75 diamonds; in 
that case, playing dummy's ace of dia
monds and finessing wins some 64 .2 
perccnt of the time (versus around 60 
percent for the drop). Following tradi
tional wisdom and playing for the drop 
is best only when West leads the four. 
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